
Till Death - Hint File
*One Puzzle Per Page



Amara Brown Interview
1. To answer this question, you’ll just need to solve some simple math a�er

gathering the evidence.

2. Find the information you’re looking for on Cecilia and Davina’s cards as well as

the wedding planner business card with the prices.



Guestbook Message
Use the clue given to you in the text. “I” is the beginning of the alphabet.

I = A

J = B

K = C

And so on.



Cake Topper
Notice that this resembles an everyday object. Use that knowledge to see what this tells

you. Also, the message on the guestbook might be helpful if you don’t know what object

this is referring to or where to use that information.



Father Matthews’ Note
Take just the letters between the first and last letters of each word and write them out to

complete the entire phrase.

Ste = e

Thee = he



Daisy Puzzle
Figure out what letter ‘loves’ is on, and then see what letters ‘loves not’ is on. Once

you’ve completed that, write out the ‘loves’ numbers first then do the ‘loves not,’ and

you’ll find your answer.



Flowers For Purchase Puzzle
1. Notice how many petals each flower has beside each name. You’ll need the

number of petals to solve the jumbled letters.

2. Ex.

Ghajwl, L is the letter you get from this because it’s the sixth letter

3. If it has two petals.

Tyfx, you’ll get yx.



Vision Board Puzzle
1. Match up the vision board with the black and white grid.

2. Use the “Something old, Something blue” note to decode what it says.



Note From Groom’s Suite
1. Take all of the letters used in the first font and write that message.

2. Then take all of the letters in the second font and write those words, continue the

process until the entire phrase is completed.



Wine Cooler Unlock
Find the numbers from the wedding brochure and follow the instructions on the note

found on the outside bar cooler.



Everyone’s Number Matching
Take note of all the unlocks and what number was who. You’ll need to know who was

mentioned where, add all the innocent people’s numbers together and use the killer’s

number at the end.



Poem Puzzle
A�er doing the math puzzle, you’ll use the times given to you in that unlock to match

with the hourglass poem.

2. Think of the hour as the line and the minute as the letter.


